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!• WIRODUCII®! 
Since 194^ a nu^r of investigators have exanineci the radiations 
fxoffl tb and have arrived at decay SGheaes for thit isol^e. However 
none of these teheraes has Iteen necessarily unique, fhe early work was 
done with ahsorlsers and beta-ray sjpects^a^ters* Ihese investigators were 
liiBited in tiiat Hiey e©yld not Mke coincidence Keasurments with their 
spectrmeters tiitis taking advantage of their good resolution. So, tiie 
early decay sehwes are based largely on energy considerations. Some de­
layed coincidence work was done using absorbers» in an attfM^t to 
establii^ the energy level corresponding to the observed aetastable 
state. More recently soae mtk has been done with scintillation spectroa-
eters using delayed coincidmce tedtoiques* However, scintillation 
speetroaeters are not to the stage #iere they can resolve all of the 
lines observed with magnetic spectrometers* 
For the most part tiie shell aodel of tihe nucleus has enjoyed great 
success. HovN^er since it failed to accomt for soae iaportant nuclear 
properties, attention has been turned to investigating tite effects of the 
collective option of the nucleus. It is predicted theoretically that l^e 
level structure of Ite sfcwiuld be explainable, in part, in tewsis of Idfee 
rotational aodel of the nucleus* C^ulonb eiecitation data as well as the 
i^re recent spectroscopic aeasurenents tend to confirm l^is ejqpeetation. 
This laboratory has an intei»ediate-iaage beta-ray spectroneter -ttiat 
nakes possible coincidimce neasur«ients betwe^ well-resolved internal-
conversion lijaes and gasMia rays as observed with a scintillation spectrom­
eter. The instrument is also equij^ed with a variable delay which proves 
helpful in establishing the identity of oetastable levels. 
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Since the published decay sehenes ©f Ifb^^ are in disagre^ieiit, and 
1,&9 because of l^e theoretical ii^poz'tatiee of the daughter nucleus Db it was 
considered worth niiiie to pursue further <iie investigation of the radi­
ations following the K-capture in 
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II. WEORIflCAL C»SI01RAT1»S 
A, Radioactivity 
There are several kinds ef radioaetive precessesi alf^a mission, 
beta deeay, and fsma mission* Alpha enission takes place aneng the heavy 
elenents, vAiere the binding energy per nueleon of the daughter nucleus is 
greater than titat for the parent nucleus. Ihere are several processes 
#)ich are grouped under l^e heading of -tiie beta decay. Ihese processes 
are^ electron enlssion, positron eadssioRi and orbital electron capture. 
In electron emission, curr«E»t theory indicates that a neutron in 
the nucleus changes into a proton, a negative electron and a neutrino. 
The proton reraains in the residual nucleus wftiile the electron and the 
neutrino are expelled* The energy released by the transition is carried 
off by both the electron and the neutrino. Ihis accounts for the con­
tinuous distribution fomd for the smi^tisR spectrw of the electron* A 
nucleus will undergo electron emission if it is richer in neutrons ti*an 
its stable isobar, subject to the condition -ttiat M(A,Z) M(A,Z+1) for 
the transition to take place. Here if(A|Z) is the sass of the atoa of 
mass nunber A and atomic nwber Z. 
In positrcxi emission a proton changes into a neutron, a positron and 
a neutrino. Ihe neutron r«nain8 in the residual nucleus ta^ile tiie posi­
tron and the neutrino are expelled* As expected, this process also 
yields a continuous distribution for the positron spectrvM. Huclei richer 
in protons than their stable ii^bars will decay positron eetission 
subject to the condition M(A,Z+i) > «(Z,A)+a», wiiere m is the mass of the 
electron. 
Orbital electron capture is actually a variation of positron imis-
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Sim, In this esse a nucleus unstable against positron decay can instead 
capture one ®f •tiie ®xbital electrons. Here a proton changes into a neu­
tron as beforei but only the neutrino is ejected frm the nucleus. In 
this case the energy of the neutrino is a constant. Orbital electron 
capture is thim detected experiMentally by "ttie x rays produced by the 
filling of the vacancy left by the absorbed electron. Orbital electron 
capture will take place if the eonditim, M(A,2*l) J?" is satis­
fied. Here is the binding energy of the orbital electron in the at«!tt 
(A,Z). 
Soaetiaes after boabardteent, or a decay process, a nucleus finds it­
self in an energy state i^ich is not the lowest possible me, A possible 
way for the excitation energy to be rimoved is by the esission of a 
photon. This process is known as gema aaissi^* It is also possible 
for a nucleus itliieh is in an excited state to transfer the excitation 
energy to an atmic electron and ttius eject it froa the at©«. &» this 
case the ejected electron will carry off the excitation energy less the 
binding ^ergy of the electron. Ihis latter process is tanQm as internal 
conversion. 
1. iheory of Beta-®ecay 
One reijuires that the process of beta decay ©bey the laws of conser­
vation of ^ ergy, linear mmentun, statistics and charge. Since nuclei 
have well defined energy states the fact that beta particles have a con-
tint«»u8 energy spectrin requires tibtat la^re than one particle be mitted. 
Ihis is because the above conservation laws would be violated if only one 
particle is «nitted. 
linear iM)«ontai cannot be conserved and have the spectrua of the 
§ 
beta paxtielts a eontinvious ©ne if only one particle is emitted. Angular 
ao«enti» cannot be conserved if only the beta particle is «altted since 
both the par^t and daughter nuclei have either integral or half integral 
angular i^entun and the angular iaM»»entu» of the beta particle is half 
integral. The parent and daughter nuclei contain the saae number of 
femions^thus they mist obey the sane kind of statistics. Since the beta 
particle is also a ferffliim it follows -Uiat statistics will not be con­
served if only one particle is fitted. Ihese argwents are essentially 
those w^ich led Pauli to postulate that a second particle is also asitted 
during tlie beta-decay process. This particle is called the neutrino. It 
is neutral, has vanishingly snail rest massi and is a femion. 
In beta decay one is confronted by a situation in vAtich particles 
are both created and destx^yed. Ihis is Just the situation encountered 
in the aaissictfi and absorption of electronagnetie radiation. Thus one is 
lead to construct a theory analogous to the one e^cplaining tNe latter 
phenofflenon. 
The probability T that an atonic system will imdergo a transition 
froM one state to another is given by, (2) 
vdiere is the oatrix element of the interaction responsible for the 
transition, p(E) is the nuober of states for the final systwi per imit 
range of wergy, and ti is Planck's constant divided by 2i". Now it is 
necessary to fJj»d H|^ for the beta-decay process. To do this one looks 
for the interaction Mwlltonian that will give rise to transitions of 
the types S^P+e •v for electron emission, P-^K+e *v for positron emission, 
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and K-captusre. Here P repreeents the proton, N ttte neutron, 
e the electron and ¥ the neutrino. Ihese three types of transitions can 
be indicated In the single expression, 
u *  . 
n * ¥^1 p • e , {2) 
P 
where ^ e electron is in a positive energy state for K-capture and in a 
'¥ 
negative state for p->-decay* Ihe neutrino is in a negative energy statei 
A typical fora of the interaction Haalltonlan density that can produce 
such transitions is, 
wStich is known as a scalar interaction at the point x. Here is a coa­
ling constant, is a spinor operator ^at creates a proton, Is a 
spinor operator tJiiat destroys a neutron, 0ix) and (x)* are destruction 
and creation operators for 'Uiie neutrino stfille ^ Cx) and fix) perfo» the 
same function for the electron* ilth these considerations in wind it is 
seen that "tee first term in i^uation 3 corresponds to negative electron 
eaission, and tiie second tenn corresponds to positron emission and K* 
capture. 
It is required that #ie interatlon Hswllt^Filan he quadrlllnear in the 
spinor operators and scalar. The latter re<|Uireiwnt «eans -tiiat it be a 
relativistic Invariant# Ihese requirewents can be Dwt hf Interactions 
that are different from ^e one glv«n by Equation 3. F^rom the electron 
and neutrino fields five bilinear tensors In Vand ^  can be made. Also 
from -ttie proton »id neutron splnors ^fand ^five bilinear tensors can 
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be constructed. !»ten each of these latter five tensors is contracted 
with tJie corresponding tensor for the light particles five independent 
scalers are obtained. These are i^ie five invariant Interactions of beta 
decay and are writtent 
h;»q, {Y(*§fi(x) ^(x) + Heiaitlan conjugat. 1, (^) 
Hi=Ov fyixffCx) /(xf f(x) - * 
Hemltlan conjugate J, {4b) 
H|«Qt 3Rx)pl'^(x) ^¥Mp^ (x)'^ (xf^ aJ(x) * 
Heraitlan conjugate J, {4c) 
3f(xf0^(x) - ^x)y^(x) ?{x)y5 f{x) • 
leraltlan conjugate j} {4d) 
•j^y{x)pyj3^xfpY5^(3«) • Her»ltian conjugate ^ . <4e) 
These are iotom because of tj^elr transforaatlon properties as the scalar, 
vector, tensor, axial vector and pseudoscalar interactions, the terms 
writtm out give rise to negative electron emlsslm and the Heraltian 
conjugate terms to positron Milsslon and K-<apture. To obtain tiie matrix 
elwnent necessary for iquatlon 1 for the scalar case one takes the matrix 
el^ttnt of between an Initial state of one neutron and neutrinos in 
all negative energy states and a final state with one proton, one electron 
and neutrinos in all negative «iergy states but one, O^ooslng the 
api^opriate wave functions for the electron and neutrino and generalizing 
for the case of A nucleons one obtains, 
"k " I ® C-^^) ^ "fPnV"i » 
n*l 
*toere and are the 80ltttl«>nt ©f itt*e Birac equation f@r 
the electron and ne«trln®| r^ i® liie spa©e position vec^x of the ntti 
partlele, |la a Dlrac matrix, P and It are the moaenta of the electron 
and neutrino, and are the wave functions detcribing the final imd 
initial states of -ttie nucleus, V is ttie volime in lAich the wave ftaictions 
for the neutrino and eleetrsm are normalized, and is the isotopic spin 
operator that ehanges ^ e nth particle int^ a proton if it is a neutiiran. 
Ihe factor 
A 
w»l 
is writtwB 
«i^ere (i) in is I and 2 for the two directions of electron spin and 
(k) in is 3 and 4 to take into aecomt ^ e t**© directi«as of neutrino 
spin* Equation 6 is the matrix elsment needed for Equation I for 
calculating ^ e scalar interaction case. 
mie factor pCl) in Equation 1 is fiir«n by, (2) 
d-o-v , 
(—) mc Air 
v^ere E is the total energy of the transition in m* mits, I is the 
electron energy in ac^ units, c is the velocity of ll#t, dJZ-and d^v 
are ti^e solid angles into wftiieh tifie electrcsi and neutrino are Mnitted, 
and a is the electren nass. After s«nminf over electron and neu-^ino 
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Spins the trensitien probability beeones, 
(1-^ cos ©ev) 
«Atere v is the electron velocity, is ttie angle between the direction 
of emission of the electron and the neutrino^ and is the "fwdamental 
tiae* given by, 
1 fflC*-
h° 2^  • t • 
Since J a is a good approxination to ejqf^and ttie 
exponential in a Taylor series and keep only tite leading tesw. So, 
. . . , <7) 
and 
(l-^ cos ©et) Kp I *{E "E)*(E*-.l)^^^SdEd-Q. d-t^-v . 
*s ® ® 4w 4¥ 
Ihis is known as the alloswed approxination. Integrating over all angles 
one finally obtains, 
l4 KP |*Cr-€)* Ci-l)^/%dE , (8) 
s 
for ^ e allowed approxination the scalar interaction* 
For 14ie five Invariant interactions represented by equations 4b, c, 
d, e, one obtains the following matrix elenents in the allowed approxi­
mations 
scalar J p, 
vector J I, J af 
10 
pseudosealaar 
tenser 
axial vector 5 '• Sfff 
5Pr5-
The matrix eleaents in the seeond eolww are known ae odd Dirac matrices. 
Th&y are sttali cellared to those in the first eolimi and five rise to 
first forbidden transitions. First forbidden transitions also coaie from 
Matrix el«ents involving the second tew of ^ e e3«panslon (Equatim 7). 
If the natrix eleaent involving the first term of the expansion vanishes 
and tt»e second dees not the transition is clearly first forbidden. Thus 
there are tm sources of first forbidden transitions* In Equation 7 the 
exponential is esqpanded into ter»s of order K « 0, l, 2, 3} • • • • The 
allowed transitions co»e from the product of the watrix elewents JpfJlf 
jpg and J0 tidth Idhe X « 0 term of the expansion. The first forbidden 
transitions come froia -ttie product of these saae aatrix ele»«its with -ttie 
K ss I tem or the product of the X « 0 tern wl^ ^ e odd Dlrac aatrices. 
SlBilarly the second forbidden transitions co»e froa ike product of the 
above matrix elem^ts with the X « 2 ter« or ^ e product of the X = 1 
tejwB with the odd Mrac Matrices. 
Sy examining the transfowsatlon properties of the operators and wave 
fmetIons Involved, selection rules for the various kinds of Interactions 
can be obtained. These are sho»ffi In fable 1, together with the corre­
sponding natrix elements. Here 41 Is the angular nonentun change attend­
ing the transition. 
Referring to Equation $ It Is seen that the matrix elements in­
fluence •Uie shape of the spectrm. Examination of the shapes of spectra 
for cases «^ere the angular nosentun chmge Is knom permit estimates to 
Ill 
Tafei® 1, "Pt® selection rules coarretpondlng te the 
various beta-decay interactions 
Interaction Allowed matrix 
el««(it8 
First forbidden 
matrix eleaents 
Scalar 
Vector 
Tensor 
Axial vector 
Pseudoscalsr 
Jp MaO «no» 
J 1 4IaQ "no" 
I' 
M«1 "no" 
<r AI«1 «no" 
M»l "yet" 
M«1 nyes* 
M«1 eyes" 
AI»1 •yes" 
ia»Q •ye®» 
«ye8» 
B ^ ®IJ »yes« 
JTS Atm ffyesK 
MtiQ »ye«» 
At*l «yes» 
®tj 4I«2 i^es" 
JPYj M«0 «yes« 
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be made ©f *ihat types ©f Intefictiens are aeeessary to explain beta decay. 
These studies show liiat the Interaction is probably one or the otiier of 
the c®0riblnati€«is scalar, tensor, and pseudosealar, or vector, axial 
vector, and pseudosealar. The fomer is favored over the latter. 
Equation 8 is not yet c^lete# The charged particle «ltted by the 
nweleiis is influenced by the couloab field of the nucleus and the shape 
of the 8pectr«n is altered. For negative betas Uie low-energy portion of 
the spectru# in enhanced, «fclle for positive betas this portion is sup­
pressed. The effect of coulomb distortion of lAe electron wave function 
is to Multiply tJie transition probability by F(Z,E), the couloab 
correction factor. So Equation 3 becomes, 
Here Z is the charge of -tibe dau#ter nucleus. F(Z,E) is tabulated, and 
thus is readily available for '^e analysis of ejqperinentally neasured 
spectra* 
In practice w^at is neasured is the fflome»ttM spectrum of the beta 
particles. Thus it is convenient to express Equation 9 in the fora 
giving ^ e probability of ihbIssI^ into a smentun interval between F and 
F'NIP. f is the nmientw in nc imits. Equation 10 can be written, 
A plot of the experiaientally determined quantity on the left against 
energy should yield a straight line if the spectrm has an "allowed shape". 
1^ IIP I ^ FCZ,E)(E^-.i)«(i^-l)^^^Edi. (9) 
llCF)dF-|^|j'p( «F(Z,F)(E^-1)%%P , (10) 
(II) 
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In this case j/p| ha« no ©ntrgy depend^ce. This sert of a plot serve® 
the double purpose of exaaining the energy dependence of the matrix 
element involved and the accurate deteraination of E^, and Is known as a 
o 
"Kurie plot** If the matrix eleaent is Independent of tJie ®nergy the 
total transition probability as obtained from iquation S is 
C is the shape factor and depends on the matrix elements and couf^ling 
constants* Ihe total transition probability is the reciprocal of the 
Bean life or 
Thus It depends on tbe coupling constants and the nuclear matrix elttnents 
through the qjuantity C. Ihe values of log^Q ft «dien t is expressed in 
seconds range from 3 to 6 for allowed transitions and froa 6 to 8.5 for 
first forbidden transitions. Ihere is no sdharp dividing lilie between ft 
for the two cases. If the shape is now allowed the ft value has little 
theoretical significance. 
C, Theory of Orbital Electron Capture 
Nhen {C««capture takes place only the neutrino leaves the nucleus. 
In this case the density of final states available to the systen is given 
idl and is a knowi function. viiere 
so 
f(Z,I^)t^2 » ^  ^ a ft. (13) 
p ( l ^ ) d i j ^ « .  (14) 
u 
Since the neutrines are wonnenergetic it fellows that (Ej^) is a constant. 
The transition probability for K-eapture le then (3) 
<1 as juji (ig + «c®)^ , (15) 
si^iere g is the Interaction constant} M is the interaction nitrix eia®®rit 
and a is the fine structure constant. Of course, the capture process can 
take place with electrons of other than the K-shell* Since the transition 
probability for the latter process predoalnates capture pheno»®na are re­
ferred to as K«^capture» 
P* Electronagnetic Badiation 
The probability that an atomic system will go fron a state described 
by Yg to a state described by is proportional to ihe aatrix elfsnent 
«*ab given by (2) 
wA^ere 3 Is the current operator and is the vector potential of the enlt-
ted radiation. The aatrix eleaent in iQuatlon 16 vanishes unless 
for even parity radiation and for odd parity radiatlcm. Here ir^ 
aeans parity of the state described by The angular TO>Bentu» K, carried 
by one quantiui of nultipole radiation is hX with z conj^nent hm. Electric 
and Magnetic multipole radiation of order K, n carry the saae angular 
atonentm but differ in parity. !inie parity of electric multipole radiation 
X, m is (-1)^ and 'Wtat of aagnetic multipole radiation X, n is -(-1)^. 
Thus the parity carried away by electric radiation of order K is the same 
as that carried away by the ealsslon of a particle with orbital angular 
monentw %, 
In addition to the selection rules for parity there are also 
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selection rules that depend m the anfular i^entw* If the quantum is 
emitted by e nucleus in going froa the state to lite stste line 
over-all angular Moaentw of the system «ust stay constant during the 
transition, "Phus we iwst have, 
where the vector 8U» iwist obey the quantua aechwical rules for vector 
addition* lhat is, aultipole radiation can be eaitted in a transition 
between only 
•'b (") 
where Ig and are respectively the angular »©Menti«i and its 2 component 
in the state It can be shown (2) that the probability of electro­
magnetic wnission decreases rapidly with increasing K. It is of interest 
therefore to find the lowest value of K srfiich is associated with a trafi-
sition from a state wi"Ot angular wwientw I^ and parity ir^ to a state 
with corresponding angular iwaentw and parity. A representation of 
the results of these selection rules in teras of the type of radiation 
predominant for various conditions of angular TO«®c»tu» and parity change 
is shorn in Table 2. 
Table 2. Typo of radiation for given conditions of 
angular menentiM and parity change, M and M. 
Hadiation El fill 12 M2 13 m etc 
0,1 0,1 2 2 3 3 etc 
"yes* *no* *n©« llyes» "yes* »no« etc 
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Here E and M represent electric and aagnetlc transition® respectively. 
The nu0ri>er« I, 2| 3, etc,, etc*, correspond to K « I, 2, 3, etc. . . . . 
El radiation is called "electric dipole", 12 "electric quadr«p©le«, etc. 
Th® probability ©f waisslon of a qwantw of radiation of given 
BUltlpole type per unit time Is flven by (2), 
ewitted radiation. is the electric aultlpole aoaent associated vdth 
the convection currant and Is the electric aultipole i^aent associated 
with the nagnetlzatlon. and are similar tsagnetlc multlpole 
moaents. 
The discussion can now be restricted to transitions between nuclear 
states near ^ e gr©i«d state witii energy differences less than several 
Mev. For this region estimates of foxm of tiie multlpole nonents can 
be made for a given nuclear mdel. For the case of the independent 
particle sn^del with string spln-orblt coii^llng tite following transition 
probabilities are obtained; 
for electric radiation, and 
X (X.M) s8 fef........ lu 4. ^  1 
with V as the frequency of the for Magnetic radiation, where k « 
- xHrrra (>^j' 
and 
(21) 
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Here R It the nwclear radius and w is the angular frequency of the 
radiation, These last t*»o equations are only very rough estimates. Ihey 
may be in error by a factor of one thousand. However, these estliaates 
are of value for orientation purposes. It is seen that Ig{X) and 
change by a factor of about 10^ »(hen X changes by one unit? so dlpole 
radiation Is strongly favored* It must be riasewbered that these prob­
abilities are for ttie ealssion of multlpole radiation. To get the actual 
transition probability they «ust be Multiplied by (l+a) viAiere a Is the 
internal conversion coefficient, this Is to correct for Internal con­
version. Ihls correction Is especially l«portant in the lOO-kev region 
for heavy elments. It can be se«n that iRagnetic radiation of any given 
multlpole order K Is about one hundred tines less probable than electric 
radiation of #ie same order. There is no competition between the two 
Biodes of «nisslon for a given multlpole order. But there Is between 
aagnetlc radiation of order X and electric radiation of order X ^  1 t^ere 
the transition is parity unfavored. 
1. Internal Conversion 
A nucleus in an excited state can perfom a transition to a lower 
state not only by emitting a photon, but also by giving liie energy 
directly to one of the extranuclear electrons. Hius the transition takes 
place by ejecting this electron fr«» the atoia. The energy of the ejected 
electron is equal to the energy lost by the nucleus less the binding 
energy of the electron in the atora. This process is known as Internal 
conversion. The total transition probability Is then given by (2), 
f{a,b) « TCa,b) T^^^(a,b), (22) 
1$ 
where T{a|b) is the radlatlen prebabiilty given by Equations 18 and 19| 
and T^^^(a|b) it the probability of internal conversion. Ihe internal 
conversion coefficient a, is defined by 
T^^^(i,b) « oT(a,b) . (23) 
Bie energy is transmitted ftm «je nucleus to tt»e electron by the 
electroaagnetic interaction of the nuclews and the electron. Considering 
only K-conversion in the non-relativistic case, and using the plane wave 
appwixiaation for the ejected electron| it Is fowd that the transition 
probability per xmit ti«e is (2) 
m X 
hsQ m-i 
wAiere k is the wave nundl^er of the outgoing electron. By coic^aring this 
expression with ic]uation IS and neglecting the contribution of th. in"-
texnal conversion coefficient is estinated to be, for electric multipole 
radiation, 
for conversion in the K-shell of ^ e of nuclear charge Z« It is seen 
that increases rapidly wittt Z and K but decreases with tico, the 
transition energy* If the magnetic Interaction had been considered 
Equation 24 would have included a tern to account for it* 
Electrons can be ejected also fron the i shell. This process is less 
probable than {C-conversi(m. The rati© of K-shell to Ip-shell conversion 
decreases with increasing multipole order, «^ile for the sasse multipole 
If 
order the ratio is larger for mtgnetic thaa for electric radiation* Fro» 
these ratios e®tl»ates can be »ade of tti© aultipole order of the electro-
magnetlc transitions fivlng rise to Internal conversion, 
F. The Shell Model 
fhe general properties of nwclei vary rattier ®»oothly with tine proton 
ntn^er Z and the neutron number N. On closer inspection soae obvious 
irregularities are fo«d associated with the neutron and proton nwnbers 
2, 0| 20, 20, §0, S2, and 126, 'fltere are nany ^{^pirical data ( 4) that 
suggest that at these so'-called magic nuabers there occurs sonetiiing 
analogous to the closure of the electronic shells of the noble gas atoas. 
Hie discontinuities are not as strongly narked as in the atonic cases, l»it 
they are so prowinent that ttiey require an ejqplanation, 
Ihe problen of nuclear structure can only be treated theoretically 
bf very crt^e approxiaations. Ihis is because many particle structures 
are very cos^lex and there is very little Information about nuclear 
forces. In view of these limitations it is surprising that ^ e nuclear 
shell Eiodel should be able to quantitatively eiqplain such a large body of 
phenomena. 
In arriviUng at a shell m^del a nimber of assiaqations have be«»i nade. 
First it is assuned l^at any givai nucleon noves in the average field of 
all tiie other nucleons. Mien levels are calculated for a siaple hanaonic 
oscillator potential it is found that iitese accoimt for the magic numbers 
2, 8, and 20. However, the numbers 50, i2, and i;^ are not accowted for. 
Even drastic changes in the shape of tiie pot«Btlti do not coi^letely ex* 
plain tiiese latter ni®bers. It tianed out that a straight forward 
change in the level pattern that gave a mique explanation of shell 
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closures at all l^e magic nuBibers could be obtained by aeswing a spin-
orbit eoii^ling tera of about fifteen times tiie Magnitude of the electro­
magnetic spin-orbit coupling. Ihli spin-orbit coupling a®uit be of the 
sane sign for both protons and neutrons. Ihis fact, ^ gether «dth the 
large magnitude, can not be accounttd for on the basis of an electromagnetic 
interaction, the currcNnt theories of nuclear forces are not sufficiently 
developed to predict or exclude this coupling. 
the kind of a aodel outlined above predicts definite spins and 
parities for ct^aln eonflgwatlons of nucleons. thus, experiaientai 
»easur«siffl?it8 of spins and parities serve as checks on the «odel. 
For a c@Bpletely closed shell the angular TOBfi^ta, or «8plns», of the 
individual nucleons couple in such a wanner as to Hake ttie resultant spin 
of "iUie shell zero. If thiwe Is one particle or hole In addition to closed 
shells the angular mmntvm of ttie configuration will be just ttat of the 
extra particle. If there Is wore than ©ne particle or hole In addition to 
closed shells -Otere will be wre than ©ne value belonging to •ttje con-
figinratlon. If the nucleus contains an ev«n nunber of protons and an even 
nmber of neutrons {even-even nwsleus), the total spin Is expected to be 
zero. For even-odd nuclei the spin Is eiqpected to be itoat of tiie odd 
particle. For odd-odd nuclei the spin Is expected to be sone conbinatlon 
of the odd proton angular nonentun $ and the odd neutron angular aiCM^atun 
i* . . » % considering all spin and parity asslip»ents obtainable fron 
beta-decay, Nordhela (5) has been able to foraulate eaplrlcal rules which 
seen to fit tJie observed spins of »any odd-odd nuclei* these rules arei 
(I) If both proton and neutron are in levels In wlilch Intrinsic spin and 
orbital angular nonenti® are parallel, that Is j'= K • l/Z and j ® X • l/2, 
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or if lK}th ax-e in levels in v^ieb spins and orbital angular nomentua art 
antiparallel j» ^ - 1/2, J » K - 1/2, th® angular m@»«Eita j and j* tend 
to add although not necessarily to highest possible value, I « J + j'. 
(2) If one of the nucleons is in a level with intrinsic spin and orbital 
angular momentim parallel, ihe other in a level lAere they are anti-
parallel, then ^ e angular aoaentite of the growd state is the smallest 
possible one, 1 * [J' - J | . Ihe first of these rules is known as Mordheim's 
"weak r«le« and the second as the "strong rule«, Ihese rules are xtti-
reliable experimentally and not Justified theoretically. 
Since the nuclear Maniltonian is invariant wider an inversion of axes, 
the wave function describing a nuclear state can only change its sign if 
its parity is odd or remain the sa»e if the parity is oven. In toe shell 
isodel the parity of every particle is uniquely deteriaijied by the orbital 
angular ao«entuM| being odd if K is odd and even if K is even. The parity 
of the nucleus is the product of the parities of all IJie nucleons (6). It 
follows that all the levels filled with an even nu^er of particles have 
even parity* 
Since the study of beta and gaiMa-eaissien yields inforaation about 
angular aoaentun and parity changes, knowledge of these features of either 
the parent or daughter nucleus enables one to make estimates of spins and 
parities for toe other nucleus. 
G. The Unified Model 
While toe shell Mdel explained otany nuclear ^enom^a, such as spins, 
magnetic iBoaents, etc., it failed to accowit for toe large quadru|«»le 
ffloa^ts of nuclei* Bainwater (7) attempted to explain these large moments 
using a spheroidal model. Bohr (8) also used a spheroidal nodel to account 
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for the large quadruple moaents* Ihls sort ©f a node! gives better agree-
fflent with exptrlawJt than doe# the shell model. It is a natural extension 
of the above investigation to try to find out wtfiat influence the spheroidal 
field wjuld have on the wiergy levels of the nucleus (9). 
It is now necessary to take Into aecowt the collective iwtion of the 
nucleons* The most Important collective degrees of freedom for low energy 
nuclear properties are those associated with oscillations in shape virile 
preserving the nuclear volwe. For a nucleus of constant dwnsity) these 
oscillations have the character of surface waves. For sraall M»plltudes of 
oscillation the no»al aodes of vibration are approximately of the harnonic 
oscillator type and can be classified by ^elr aultlpole order (>.,«) 
corresponding to an expansion of the nuclear shape in s^erical harmonics 
{10)» The oscillations of lowest order, X»2, are of primary ii^rtance. 
A deformation of order J«»l just corresponds to a translation of the 
wfeole systffl®. For a nucleus in isAilch both neutrons and protons fom closed 
shells the spherical shape represents a stable equilibrium. The system 
has, however, the additional degrees of freedom associated with oscil­
lations In shape, these are expected to give rise to quanta of spin K, 
and parity (-1)^, For configurations far immved from closed shells the 
nucleus has a large equilibria deformatitm* Here one considers the 
relatively fast motion of the particles with respect to the defomed field 
and the slow vibration and rotation of the n^ole system. Hie equillbrlwi 
shape of the nuclear field is determined by considering the energy of the 
particles and of •Uie field as a fmctlon of the deformation and minimizing 
this energy. 
The equilibrium shape is usually axlally sywetric. The orbits of 
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the Individual partieies ar® characterized by their component ©f angular 
moaientiffli-x2p along this sywetry axlt. Hie total angular Momentua is not 
a constant ©f tiie notion for such non-spherical fields. The grotmd state 
of a nucleus is obtained by filling the states pair-wise with particles of 
opposite^. Ihws, in an even-even nucleus -sa^ * 0 viS^ile for an odd A 
nucleus-fi-*Here-TJu is the total coiroonent of the-n.^. In an odd-p P 
odd nucleus is the stai or difference of #ie of the last odd neutron 
P 
and proton. 
Mow ^ e oscillations about the equilibriwB shape oust be considered. 
The anplitudes of the oscillations are considered to be snail compared to 
the def©rMati«i| and the discussion is linited to quadrupole deformations. 
Biere are then two types of nomal vibrations# Ihe first preserves 
cylindrical sywaetry, and only ii^lies variations in the eccentricity of 
the spheriodal shape. The second leads to deviations froa cylindrical 
syjwetry. For snail oscillations these nodes are nearly harronlc and their 
QuantuB nw^ers are n^ and n^ respectively. The excitation energies are 
of the order of aagnlttMe lio^. 
The syst«B as a v^ole nay rotate «dth the preservation of shape aM 
intesmal structure. This motion Is esqpected to produce a spectra# like 
that for rotating rigid bodies* However, the collective motion that 
generates this rotation is best thougMof as a wave saving around the 
nucleus. For a nucleus with axial $yi»etry 
®rot • i 
where 
J » I aA . 
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Here i is the t©tii mgwiair B®«ent«B, J is the moaeiit of inertia, M Is the 
difference hetiMien the seoi-^ajor and «eai-«lnor axes, m it the nucleon 
mass, and A it the nass niffl^er. the rotations of the synaetric nucleus 
have the quantua nunbert I, K md M i^ere K m4 M are the coi^f»»nents of 1 
along the s^etry axis and alonf a fixed space axis respectively. Zn the 
nuclear ground state Km SI» Changes in K involve ^ e excitation of -Wie 
asynraetric vite'atiwns characterized by n^. Ihus, for an even-»#ven nucleus 
in td^ilch the ground state has K «-H- « o loiwst rotational band is 
given by iquation 26 wliere 
1 s 0, a, 4, 6, • « « « • * . even parity. 
The odd values of I are excluded by the sya^try conditio whidi recpires 
the wave function te be invariant to a rotation of 180®. In an odd-A or 
an odd-^d nucleus the grooid state his 1^ « K « -CZ «id a spectrum given 
by Elation 26 «fcere 
I ® 1^, 1, • 2 . . . . sane parity as the sprowid state. 
In the special case of an odd-A nucleus with-^« l/2 the intrinsic spin of 
•Wie particles is partly decoupled fro® the rotational motion siodlfying the 
spectriw in such a nmner that 
\OT H ^ (27) 
«^ere 
• |cj 1 » (28) 
*4»ere (C^f* is the probability that the last odd particle have an angular 
fflonentua i* this correction ten leads to an anomalous rotational spectrm 
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and B«y also yi®W a giromd statt tpin 
thm tht spaetjriM of « stroftfiy def©;m®ii nucleus yields three different 
kinds of exeltatlen. Hie first eorrespends to a ehanfe In the aotlon of tlie 
Individual niicleons with respect to the defomed field iSiaracterlsed by a 
chanse in XT. . Ihe enerfles involved are determined by the spacing of 
i* 
levels in a steroidal field \^i©h on idie averafe are 100 kev apart for a 
heavy nucleus. Hie seewid corresponds to the collective vibrations 
irfiaracterized by n^ and n^. Hiese energies are expected to be 1 or 2 Mev 
for a heavy nucleus. Hie third mi@ of excitation is the nuclear rotation 
characterized toy the quantuw nuaber 1. H»e rotatic«ial energies are very 
auch smaller than the vibrational enerfles. 
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III. EqUlPMENT 
Hit featwres ®f tht equipusni used for this study have be®ti 
described previously (i|ll|* However, es is often the case, sone 
iaproveaents have been nade which will be discussed here, figure 1 is a 
block diagria of the intemediate-laafe beta-ray spectroaeter and its 
associated electronic e^ipaent. Previously it was necessary to introduce 
a delay into one channel of "ttie coincidence circuit each tiae a coinci­
dence counting rate was found in order to detemine #ie couaciting rate for 
the accidental coincidences. With the present arrangwient Uiese two 
counting rates are deteirained at once| as the coincidence circuit with the 
fixed delay in one channel can count only accidental coincidences. Hence, 
the difference of the readings of the «colncidence« and "accidental" 
scalers gives the desired true colncidcMices. 
The differentiators give sharp pulses for the coincidence circuits 
and also contain clippers which keep tiie pulses at a wlfora ai^lltude lit 
spite of tile attmuatlon of variable delay lines. By using an extezvial 
source to give a signal in l^e g«Ma ehannel no true coincld^ces are 
possible and the t«K» coincidence circuits are adjusted to give the s«ne 
comting rates* A switching arrang«nent nakes it possible to check this 
adjustttent at a nuiriber of tlm»s during a run* 
the variable delay Is used to coaptmsate for the delay Introduced by 
the differential analyzer. It can also be used to make delayed coincidence 
me88ur«si«nts of the half-lives of aetastable states (12). 
Ihls arrangraent has the advantage of keeping the efflcimcy of tiie 
coincidence circuits identical to that of the systea comtlng the beta 
events, for all beta energies. 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of intermediate-image beta-ray spectrometer and its 
associated electronic equipment 
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1<47 Ihe syst« hat b®«n checked by nmning a P« beta spectrw to eon-
1/7 
flaw the lineaarlty of -tJie beta detector* the Pra Kiatle plot Is shenA In 
Flfure 2, The end p©lnt afrees «dth the previously obtained value of 
230*0 kev (13)* To check the coincidence systm ^ e colncid«nce spectrun 
itd 1*70 
of Ito was run. the KtO'ie plot for ik@ coincidence spectrua ©f the Ta 
is shown in Figure 3* It is seen to agree with ^ e one previously obtained 
using one coineld^ee tidie and an alternately inserted delay line Measuring 
the accidentals (14)* Ihe previously obtained end point was @8^9 kev, 
and the Kurie plot was linear. 
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170 Figure 3* Kurie plot of the coincidence beta spectrum of Tb) 
IV. ilTmATORI OF 
Both® In 1946 (15) was the first to observe the radiations from this 
isotope. He Identified it as the longest lived coaponent (33d) in neutron 
irradiated ytterbiwi oxide, Sinee he Identified Tm K x rays he proposed 
1^ 
an asslgnaent to Tb with decay by orbital electron capture. Cto the 
basis of absorber aeasuresients he reported gama-ray energies ef 0.2 and 
0.4 Mev* In 194S McSowan and DeBenedetti (16) laade a systenatlc seari^ 
for short-lived Isowers and reported a wetastable state In the decay 
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product of yb with a half-life of 1,0 jtsec. The aetastable state was 
reported from absorption aeasureoents to be followed by electrons froa a 
0,i9'-Mev ganna ray and preceded by electrons of a 0.4^ev ganma ray as 
well as by X rays. In 1950 Cork ill) reported beta-ray spectrom­
eter neasur^ents of the conversion electrons fron nine ganma rays. The 
energies of these gaama rays are given as 63.0, 93.5, 109.7, 130.6, 176.8, 
198.1, ^ 7.7, and possibly 118.0 kev. Also in 19^ Simyar and Mihellch 
169 (18) investigated the decay sehew> of yb using scintillation cooiter 
coincidence techniques. They reported that only the tm x rays preceded 
-7 the netastable state, viAiose lifetime was 6.0x10 sec« mie netastable 
state was reported to be 307 kev above ^^le gromd state. In the ssnae year 
Fuller (19) fowjd the half life of #ie short-lived T»^^ iswer to be 
0.658+p.(K>3 jisec. Martin ti ii* (20) examined -ttie radiations froa yb^^^ 
In 1951, using a ^In-lens spectroaeter and absorption eoineidenee 
techniques. They rei^rted eleven giUHia rays. The gawa rays were observed 
by their Internal-conversion and i^otoelectron spectra. "Phey reported 
gawaa-ray energies ef 22.8, 63.7, 94.5, 110.4| 120.4, 132.6, 142.6, 160.0, 
177.9, 198.3, and 308.0 kev. They found the half-life of the aetastable 
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state t0 be 0.67 ^sec. Cki the basis of their data two deeay schemes were 
discussed. Ms© in 1951 McQowan (21) ejtaalned radiations froa 
with a delayed coincidence spectroneter. He foimd the half life of the 
-7 ffletastable state to be 7x10 see. Ihe data indicated that the 68 and 9V 
ke* gawa rays preceded the metastable state and tiiat it lay yM kev above 
the groMtid state. In 1955 Cork f| |t|,. (22) studied radiations fro» Yb^^ 
with scintillation and Magnetic photograirfilc spectroaeters. miey fowid 
eleven gaawa rays with energies 8.4, ^ •6, 63.2, 93.6, 109.9, 118.3, 
1^.7, 177.7, IS®.6, 261.0, and 308.3 kev. On the basis of these data 
they Indicated that rotational levels lay at 8.4, 118.3, and 139.1 kev. 
Johansson (23) also exa«lned Yb^^ in 195S. Using a scintillation coin­
cidence spectroneti^ he obtained data showing that tite netastable state 
lies 318 kev above the growid state with llie 63 and 93-kev transitions 
above it, and ttiat ttie levels at 10, 120, 142, and 336 kev are rotational 
In nature. He oeaswed ^ e relative intensities of the g®»a rays and 
found the» to be 1.13, 0.25, 0.034, 0.144, 0.091, 0.146, 0.214, and 0.060 
for the X ray of Tm and the 64, 94, 110, 133, 178, 198, and 308 kev gama 
rays respectively. 
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Huus, al (24) have exawlned ^ e behavior of the nucleus of 11® 
wader couloab excitation. Ihey observe th© internal conversion electrons 
of the 110 and l^-kev transitions. Ihey postulate that the second ex­
cited state must lie 120 kev above tte grownd state, with toe first ex* 
cited state at 10 kev. 
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V, MIASmiMiNTS W OF RESULTS 
A» Measnor^Mnt @f the Intetnal^Convertion Speetrum 
OtiBf the lnt#»edl«te-iMaf® beta-ray $|>@ct»@Hieter a aeasyreaent ©f 
the enexfles ©f the Internal eonverslon lines fitted by Yh has be«R 
eaweled ®«t. Tttie saa^le was prepared by irradiating ytterblim oxide In 
the Argonne reactor for a period of one «®n1ii» The four-day activity of 
17S the 1fb that was also produced ms allowed to die out for a period of 
forty days, the san^le was then dissolved In hydrochloric acid, and 
evaporated from a hot filament In a vacuum onto an alwlnlzed collodion 
flla. The area density of ^ e fll« was about 40 ftp/ca* and that of the 
source Itself less than 100 The spectnm obtained Is shown In 
Figure 4.. It Is to be not«^ that no correction has be«B aade for detector 
efficiency or dead tlae. In figure 5 the same spectrum Is seen after the 
corrections for detector efficiency and dead tine were nade* 
1A7 Ihe correttlon for -Uie detector efficiency is based on a Pa ICwle 
plot like tihe one sh^Mn In Flgtare I* It has been shoim (25) that 
iJLf has an allowed shape above $ km. It li seen tiftat t^e Pa ICiale plot 
In Figure I starts to deviate frw a stralfht line at about 30 kev. Cor­
rection factors are calculated so as to nake *^0 Kurle plot straight back 
l€^ to S kev. These sane correction factors are th«i applied to the tb 
spectriai In the ranfe between i and » kev. The correction for the dead 
time of tine beta detector Is given hf the es^essi^ (26), 
#)«re S Is the true coimtlng rate, i» Is the weasured comtlng rate, and 
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T Is th€ dead tlae @f the dtteeter* T wat Measured \«dth m oscilloscope 
tmhose sweep speed was imoMn. 
It is t© be noted that the low-energy portion of the spectrum in 
Figure 5 is considerably enhaneed. The dartied portion of the spectrun 
corresponds to the area wfoere the correction factor is unreliable* It 
is of interest to note that tJie peak of a line wftiich is taken to corre­
spond to the lr»line of a I4«@*kev ganna ray appears in the corrected 
spectruB but not in the tmcorrected spectrw* Ihe energies of these ganna 
rays are listed in Table 3* These energies have been corrected for the 
effects of energy loss in the source (27)* Because the sotxrce was very 
thin the corrections are quite snall| In mst eases less than one kev* 
In addition an s/l^ plot of the data shown in Figure § has been made. 
(This plot is not showflti), Fron ^ e n/I^ plot l^ie relative intensities of 
the internal-conversion lines have been aeasured* They are also listed 
in Table 3. All of Ihese neasuri^ents should be quite accurate because 
of the thin source and the large nu^er of points tak^. In fact only 
about one fiftieth of the points are shown. 
B. Measur^fffit of the Photoelectric %ectruii 
169 The gama rays froa Yb have been measured by observing their photo-
electrons fron radiators of silveri Indltm and lead. Figure 6 shoiMi the 
spectrum obtained using a 23«4 m§/m* silver radiator. In Figure 7 one 
sees the spectruM found using a mg/ca^ lead radiator. Figtsce $ 
illustrates ^ e spectrum obtained using a %.l indiun radiator* 
Three radiators were used so as to give several independ^t Mergy 
iseasurMimts, and as an aid in identifying the proper conversion shell. 
The energies obtained froa the peaks of these lines have be<Nn corrected 
Table 3» Charaeterlstlcs of the fiaana rays fxm fb 
Tran­
sition 
Gtorrected 
electron 
energy kev 
Conversion 
shell 
^ray 
energy 
kev 
Mei#t Average 
energy 
Jtetemal 
cw version 
ISjne in­
tensity 
Y-ray in-
t^isity 
(J©han«80n) 
& and Relative in-
natww tensity ©f 
«f the ttie trai>-
rad* $lti#n 
1 
2 
4.62 
8.02 
T«(L) 
I«C*) 
14.76 
10.33 
-
U.8 
• 0.2 
10*3 
+ oa 
0.1504 
O.IC^ 
3 19.63 10.53 
Ag(L) 
Ml) 
23.44 
20.67 
1 
6 
a.i 
1 1.7 0.0453 
4 33.52 31.24 
mw 
m(K) 
59.03 
59.77 
1 
1 
59.1 
i 0.2 
-
-
5 61.83 PHI) 77.69 
-
77.7 
10.3 
-
6 
39.^5 
36. aj 
5.98 
ASCK) 
InCK) 
T«(K) 
64.71 
64.13 
65.36 
3 
3 
10 
65.0 
+ 0.3 1.000 0.25 3.45 1.29 
CE2) 
7 
54.68 
^.45 
%.45 
ln(K) 
1»(K) 
toCi) 
82.61 
79.83 
80.69 
1 
I 
1 
81.00 
*0.9 
0.0023 
8 
62.57 
62.10 
33*84 
85.86 
Ag(K) 
In(K) 
Ta(K) 
Tail) 
^.10 
90.03 
93.22 
93.60 
1 
1 
6 
2 
92.5 
• 0.6 
'<•» 
0.1008 
0.0139 
0.034 2.34 O.H 
(E2 ©r «1) 
Iran- Coxreeted Qwwersl®n 
sltiw ele«"fcr«B shell etiergy 
energy kev k®v 
9 
^.95 
85.10 
m.2$ 
Ag{K} 
In<K) 
t«(K) 
113.46 
113.03 
109.67 
10 60.09 irnm 119.47 
11 
110,45 
107.24 
70.69 
AfCK) 
toCK) 
T®CK) 
135.96 
135.17 
130.07 
12 134.71 131.% 
AfCK) 
IB{K) 
160.^ 
159.65 
13 
152.6 
153*7 
116.91 
161.98 
165.80 
AfCK) 
ln(l) 
^Cic) 
PbCt) 
T«(I.) 
178.11 
181.63 
176.^ 
177.^ 
175.94 
U 
110.99 
179.6 
137.14 
186.;^ 
179.23 
Pb(K) 
A§CK) 
mm 
I®(L) 
In(L) 
198.99 
205.11 
196.52 
196.43 
199.34 
15 129. Ife PbCK) 217.19 
Table 3* Contlftued, 
iel^t Av^«fe Internal Y"^®t Relative in-
cMiergy conversion tensity nature t«Rslty of 
line is- (Johanssoit) of tlie the tran-
t«islty rad, sitiea 
1 
1 110,0 - 0.144 2,10 0.56 
20 +0.4 0.^52 (Ml) 
llf.5 0.0254 
+ 0.4 
3 
3 132.t - 0.091 0.427 0.17 
6 10*6 0.0494 |12) 
1 159.9 
i *oa 
I 
1 
6 176.8 0.1360 0.146 0.732 0.32 
1 * 0.4 - CW.) 
5 O.Ol^ 
3 
1 
6 1^.8 0.0898 0.214 0.33 0.^ 
3 10»9 0.0245 (Ml) 
1 
217.8 
i 1.4 
Table 3« Centinued* 
Isan- C®«rected C^versioa f-ray wei#t Average Internal f-xay in­ a and Belative i n-
eitlm eleetxm shell energy conv^slon tensity nattire t«ftsity of 
®i«rgpy ke# kev line in- iJ&hmssm) of the the taran-
t«^sity rad* sitiim 
243,46 PHL) 259^^ 1 265,. 2 
240,4 AfCKj 26§,fl I * lf2 -
239«t§ to(K) 26%6g 2 -
m.m fMK) 30f.00 2 
28S,0 A9<K} 315.51 1 -
17 m44 Iii(K) 31U3? I 30i.6 
246.22 f»(K) 305^60 4 t Q.6 0.0044 0^.060 0.05 0.0S 
2^,15 ifflct) m^ m 5 0.0015 m 
2^.90 PbCi.) m.% 1 -
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Figure 6. Photoelectric spectrum of the garama rays from 
obtained with a 2S.4 rag/ca^ silver radiator 
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Figure 7. Photoelectric spectrum of the gamma rays from 
obtained with a 6,6 mg/cm® lead radiator 
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fo3c the energy loss that the electront suffered in paasing through the 
radiator foil# (27), Ihese energies are also listed in Table 3. The in-
t®niitie« of the ganma rays are ttjose given by Johansson (23). The reso-
Iwtion of tfee scintillation spectroffleter was such that no check could be 
Mde on the intensity values reported by him. 
Table 4 lists energy Masuarments for the Jm x ray. The average 
energy coi^ares well with 49.92 Jcev for the line as calculated fro# the 
value of the wave length given toy Conpton and Allison (28). 
The binding energies needed for all of the above aeasureraents were 
taken from the table by Slack (29)* 
Table 4. inergy of the T» x ray. 
Corrected electron 
«iergy kev 
Conversion 
shell 
I Ray 
energy 
kev 
leight Average 
energy 
kev 
39.93 T»(I.) §0.0? 10 
35.6S PbCl.) 51.54 2 
25,42 Ag(K) 50.93 5 50.82 
49.02 AgCl.) 52,83 2 •p. 25 
23.20 ln{K) 51.13 5 
€« Coincidence Heasurments 
Bte coincidencei between the internal-conversion lines and th@ gmm§ 
l^ 
rays eaitted by tb have been oeatured wil^i the interaediate-iaage beta-
ray spectroaieter. Figure 9 shows the scintillation spectrura obtained with 
the g«M8 detector associated wiitti this speetroaeter. It is to be noted 
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Figure 9* Scintillation spectrm of Yb obtained 
vdth the gafflffla detector in the beta-ray spectrom­
eter 
that th® resolution Is very poor, due to the saall crystal and the long 
ll^t pipe* 
Hie window of the analyier wss set so as to be over the portion of the 
ganaa»ray spectrin between 3CK) and 326 kev* Prestwably this setting would 
allow only those pulses e^ing Iron the |0S«6«*kev ganna ray to be eoimted. 
The resulting speetrw of internal-eonversion lines ttat are in coincidence 
with the gama rays under these conditi<ans is shorn in figure 10* It is 
Seen that internal conversim lines correspcaidlng to #ie 6§#0, 10,3, T7.7, 
92,5, H0#0, and 119#5-kev g«nia rays appear# Also an Auger line of the 
I» % ray is observed. Ihere are indications of hi#er-energy lines Iwit 
they are so weak that no peaks could be obtained. Ihese data alone would 
lead one to conclude that the J^.^-'kev gsma ray is in coincidence with 
the I10#0-kev gawBa ray. To ^eck this point Hhe beta-ray spectrometer 
was set on the internal-conversion line of the 110.0-kev gaama ray, and the 
scintillation spectrin of the gima rays in coincidence was run. This 
spectrum appears in Figure 11. It is seen ttiat the 110.0-kev internal-
conversion line is in coineid«iee with the 92.5, 1%#S, and 19S»S-kev 
ganna rays. It is also to be noted ttiat ^ere are coincidences utoere one 
%xp9Ct* the 308.6-kev ganmi ray iHJt they do not fora a peak, but rather 
seen to be "ttie tail of sow other ganaa ray| probably the 265.2-kev gaama 
ray. To further check this point the beta-ray spectroaeter was set IHI tite 
internal-conversion line of the 30S.j|-kev gawa ray, and the scintillation 
spectrim of the gamma rays in coincidmce was obtained. Ihis spectruHi is 
se«n in figure 12. Kere it is noted that there are no coincidences at all 
Willi the 110.0-kev ganna ray. If the JOS.^kev §tmm ray is in a cascade 
with t^e 110.0-kev g«wa ray one would expect coincidences of an 
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Figwe 10, Internal conversion lines of Yb that are in 
coincidence with the portion of the gasBBa-ray spectrun 
that lies between 30G and 320 kev 
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169 Figure 11. Scintillation spectrum of the gamma rays from Yb 
that are in coincidence with the internal conversion line 
of the 110,0-kev transition 
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Figure 12* Scintillation spectrum of i^e gama rays from 
169 Yb t^at are in coincidence with the internal con­
version line of the 30S*6~kev transition 
m 
intensity sene^iing iike t^@se observed with the x fay* nie peak to the 
left ©f the X tay aay be 4m t© the iow-enerfy 9»na rays» Hewevei' it can 
also be '^e escape peak ef #ie In x ray, so no significance can be attached 
' 
to eoincidenees in this teflon. It wst also be noted ttiat since the 92,5 
and 65*0->kev ganna rays cannot be resolved froa l^e x ray, coincidences with 
these fwaa rays cannot be distinguished fro® those with the x ray, Figure 
13 shows scintillation coincidence spectra obtained with tlie tMR}-channel 
scintillation spectr©»eter. The solid curve shows the coincidence spectrum 
obtained for ^e gamia rays that ate in coincidswce with the 265,2-kev 
gaiMta ray# It is to be noted ^ at the coincidences with the 110«0«kev 
ganna ray are quite intense. On the other hand when the coincidences wl-Wi 
the K)i.6«kev garaaa ray are exaained the dashed ciave in Flguspe 13 results# 
Since ^ e intensities of the 26l»2-kev and 3DS,6-'kev gamsia rays are about 
ei^ual in tiie total spectrun one would es^ect the ssiie coincid^ce Intensity 
for both with the llO*C3«kev gamna ray if Iwth are in coincidence wllit it. 
The conclusion that can be reached fro» litese neasurments is that the 
^,6*kev gima ray is not in coincidence with the llO.O-kev gamna ray, 
but May be In coincidence with gima rays having Clergies of 95»kev or 
lower. Clearly all the radiations will be In coincidence with the x ray 
since it follows the ]K*capture process* In addition one can say (Figure 
10) that the 265«2->kev gawa ray is not In colncld«»ce with the 21,l*kev 
gama ray and Is In coincidence with the 110.0 and 119.5-kev gaama rays. 
It Is liE^sslble to say at this point idhether the lines below 110 kev are 
In coincidence wltti both the 30S.6 and 2i$5,2«kev gaMa rays or how they »ay 
be divided between th«B, 
A «ltole series of rms was aade to obsejrve the changes In l^e 
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Figure 13, Scintillation spectrum of Yb showing the spectra of 
the gamma rays in coincidence with the 308,6-kev and 265.2-kev 
gamma rays 
§0 
Intetaal-converiltn eeineldence tpeeiriai as th# window of "ttie analyzes was 
ooved oveir Hi® peak in the scintillation speetrw nade vp of the 196.8 and 
1%.8-kev gama rayt* Figwre 14 shorn the speetrun obtained vfcen the 
window of the analyzer Is set over the portion of the scintillation spectrum 
that lies between 2^ and 2*K) kev. Goaparing this coincidence spectrum 
wi-at the coincidence spectrwa shown in figure 10 it is seen IJiat the in­
ternal conversion lines of the 21.1 and tiie 132»8-»kev gama rays have 
grom in as well as the line corresponding to the K-line of the 15f.9-kev 
g«n»a ray. As the window has been aoved to a mt@ intense part of the 
scintillation spectrw tfce eoimting rate in the coincid^ce spectrw has 
also increased* When the window of the analyzer is set between 230 and 250 
kev -^e speetrmi of tiie internal conversion lines in coincidence is shown 
in Figure 15. Here it is 8e®n that tliere is no ai^reciable change from 
the spectrin shorn in Figure 14 other #ian l^e fact that a weak peak 
corresponding to the conversion line of the 176,g-kev ganna ray is becoming 
pronomced. Similar spectra were obtained with window settings between 
210 and 225 kev, 200 to 220 kev, 170 t® 1S§ kev, and UO to 160 kev. Ihis 
latter spectrun Is showt In Figure 16. The others are not shown. Here it 
is se«ri that the peak of the inte3mal<»conver8ion line of tiie 176.S*kev 
gamma ray is quite pronoimced, and l^at the internal-conversion line of the 
19S^S->kev gamma ray has growi In. Ihe sowces used are different, so 
absolute cowting rates are meaningless. 
Now it is of interest to look at tshat has happened to the K/L ratio 
of the 110.0-kev conversion line. During the course of toese rwRS strong 
coincidences were observed with ttiis internal-conversion line. Ihis fact, 
together with the evidence in Figure 11, shows both the 176.8 and Ifee 198»8-
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Figure H* Internal conversion lines of Yb"^' that are in coin­
cidence with the portion of the gaoma ray spectrum that lies 
between 250 and 270 kev 
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k&v g«mia rays to be in coincidence wil^ the 110.0-kev gama ray* Ihut 
one wMld not expect the ratio for the HO.O»kev gaama ray to change. 
However -ttie plot of ttiis ratiO| as a function of liie energy about which 
the window of the analyser was centered, shows that it does change. This 
plot is seen in Figure 17. In fact it goes to a «lni»im at 198 kev* It 
now wist be r«i«ibered that l^e internal-*conversion line in question is nade 
^ of the internal*conversion electrons of two gamia rays having «ciergies of 
110,0 kev (L-t^nverslon) and 1^,9 kev (K-wnversion). Since the t/t ratio 
of the ll0«0-kev gaana ray cannot change the observed change mst be due to 
•ttie change of the coincidence intensity of the l59#9-kev gasma ray. The 
plot in Figure I? indicates #iat the l§9.9-kev gamna ray is in coincldaice 
with the l9S.8-kev gama ray. 
In all of the coincidence spectra of internal conversion lines the por-
tim of the spectrum below 500 gauss^n was obtained wi-y^ a thinner, and 
weaker source, llian was used for the higher ^ ergy portion of the spectrum. 
Although the data have been noraalized this cannot correct for any effects 
of eource thicteiess on '^e Intensity of the lines. 
A spectrusi of l^e intexnal«<onversion lines in coincidence with the 
ll0,0»k«v gama ray was obtained. Since this peak (Flgi«e 9) contains -toe 
119,5, 132.S and the 92.5-kev gawaa rays as well, no new infomation was 
obtained. This spectrua is not shown, 
Next the beta-ray spectroneter was set on ^ e conversion line of the 
l32»8-kev gama ray. Bie scintillation coincidwtce spectrw# is shown in 
Figure IS, Here coincidences are not^ with the 92.5-kev gaoaa ray, and 
with a peak l^at is due to the l%.S**kev gmna ray, as well as the x ray. 
This figure indicates ^ at the l32«3-kev gaama ray is not in coincidence 
with the l9S,8-kev ganma ray, nor the llO.O-kev gana ray. 
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Figio-e 17. K/t ratio for the 110»0-kev internal conversion line 
as a function of the energy about vidiich the window of the 
analyzer is centered 
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Figure 18. Scintillation spectrum ©f the garama rays from 
169 Yb that are in coincidence with the internal conversion 
line of the 132,8 kev transition 
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«h«(i th® btti yty sptctrowettr Is stt ©n Intsimal eonvsrslon lin# 
of the 176»8*key samna my the eoincidenee seintillatien speotrun sho««n in 
Flgi»e if is obtained* Mere eoineidenoes are noted with ^ e lli,0-»k«v 
gawa ray and #ie x riy. In addition a peak ai^ears at l6i kev, the data 
leadinf to the plot of Figare i? do «®t exclude the possibility of coincl* 
denees between the l%#8 and 159»f-kev fawaia r^s# In feet if bo^ the 
19S,S and 176»8-kev fama rays ere in ooinoidMiee with the l59«9-kev gaona 
ray the type of analysis in Flgwe 17 «wuld favor the 19i.8 because it is 
ts*tce as intense* So it is not Inconslstwt to say that ttie peak at I6i kev 
in Figure 19 is partly due to the 159,9-kev fa««w riy. In addition it aust 
be r««aafeered ^at ttie i-line of -ttie l^»8-kev fmia ray lies URider -ttie K-
line of the 19®«8-kev gaiwa ray. Thus coincidences with ^ Is line can be 
due a nixture of these radiations* Since the 13)S.i»kev fSMia ray is in 
coincidence with the one of 1%.8 kev (Flgwe IS) this can account for the 
peak in question being too high to only be due to the l§9.9-kev radiation* 
When -tiie beta*ray 8pectro»eter is set on #ie K»line of the 19S»8-kev 
gama ray the resulting coincidatice scintillation spectrua is shown in 
Plgwee 20. Here mm see ^ineld«fices at about ll§ kev and 159 kev. 
Coincidence neasurenents were aade in l^ls energy region with the 
scintillation spectro^ter. Fifiu»e 21 shows the scintillation colncldwice 
speetru® that result# li^en the window of one ^ annel Is set so as to accept 
pulses that are due to the l^,8-.kev ganaa ray. It Is noted ttiat the 
110,0-kev and l^.i-kev Itees are str^gly in coincidence. Bie coinci­
dences with the l^.g-kev and i9i,S-'kev gmMi rays are due the fact ttiat 
some pulses from the l§9.9-kev radiations are being coiait<^. Figure 22 
shows the coincidence spectrin resulting B®re pulses from 13ie 19i.S-kev 
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Figure 19. Scintillation spectrm of the gama rays fron 
169 Yb that are in coincidence with the internal con­
version line of the 176,8-kev transition 
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169 
Yb that are in coincidence ndth the internal con­
version line of the 198,8-kev transition 
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Figure 21. Scintillation spectrum of gamma rays from Yb that 
are primarily in coincidence with the 176»8-kev gamma ray 
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61 
gama ray ar« aee«pt«d. As s«<^, the eolncidwces with l^ie i32,8-kev 
radiatlm have diminished. Since the 159.^-kev radiation is not being de­
tected as iRieh the peak at 160 kev l« due to eolncldenees between the 
l9®.8-kev and the I59»9»kev gama rays# St3Ri»g eolncldenees wllfe the 
llO.O«»kev gaima ray are observed. 
In addition seintlilatlon tpeotra were obtained wfeen beta-ray 
speetroaeter was set on the conversion lines of the 65.0-kev and 92.5-kev 
radiations. Figiare 23 shows -^e scintillation spectria In coincidence 
with the former setting, and Flgwre 24, that In celneldoftce with the 
latter setting. Ihese spectra Indicate that these tm radiations seim to 
be In coincidence wl*W» all the ott^er gai»a rays observed with the scintil­
lation spectrooHkter. 
D. Delayed Coincidence Measwwents 
Consider a coincidence circtiit that is comtlng Ute coincidences be-
twe^ two radiati^s -tiiat are In cascade. If a variable delay Is Inserted 
in one channel of the eolncid«)ee circuit a deternlnation of ^ e In of l^e 
coiJBting rate as a fiunctl*^ of delay can be aade. If 1i»e lifetime of the 
level between the transitions Is very short coi^ared to the resolving ti«e 
of the coincidence circuit a "prompt" curve, such as the solid one in 
Figure 25 will result. l,et this be represented by the function Pi%)» If 
the half-life of the intemedlate state is long coi^>ared to the resolving 
ti»e of the coincidence circuit a "delayed® curve shovm by the dashed line 
in Figiare 25 results, iet this curve be represented by F(x), Th«ai It can 
be shoim iJO) that, 
•00 
P(x) «J fCt)P(x-t)dt, 
•00 
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169 Figure 23* Scintillation spectrum of the gaiaaa rays from Yh 
that are in coincidence with the internal conversion line 
of the 65»0-kev transition 
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Figtjre 24. ScintUlation spectrua of the gama rays from Yb that 
are in coincidence with the internal conversion line of the 
92,5 key transition 
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x is "tiie dtiay and f(t)dt is the probability of «iiissi@R taking plaet 
in tia® t. If only a singl# decay is involved, w*i©«e aean life is T » 
then f(t) « 0 silieii t is less than Ee»&, and f(t) s Ke"^* for t equal to, 
or freater than, zero. Baking the substltutliMR y « x • t gives 
F(x) « - K«r^/ e^^P(y)dy. 
Differentiation of this ei^resslon gives, 
Ihis last equation shows that the maxiaua of fix) oceurs at its interseotion 
witit Pin) and that the slope of FCx), in th® region v^ere P(x) is zero, is 
the negative of the deeay instant of the transition. 
It is know tJiat ^ e x ray of fa aecoipaales each transition in the de­
cay of Yb^^* "ikm all the transitions that do not have the i^tastable 
state between th«» and the x ray will exhibit a «proiE^t» c«ve w^en their 
delayed coincidimces with the x ray are exaained* All those transitions 
that have th« aetsstable state between th«a a«d the x ray will exhibit a 
"delayed" ctarv® wider siwllar examination* Aecordingly the window of Uie 
analyzer was set on the tm x ray (Figwe 9) and the beta-ray spectrometer 
was set on selected internal-conversion lines, tte "delayed" ciarve showsi 
in Figure ^  results for eoincid«nces betweara -ttie conversion line of the 
I10.0«*kev transiti<m and the x ray. The curves do not go to zero on the 
left because of inproper nstdiing of delays, the points in the linear portion 
of the ctjorve were weighted in proportion to the reeip:^C8l of the square of 
their p:»ibable errors md a least-squares line passed i^rottgh then. In this 
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t|/2 =0.6l6l/x SEC. 
I 2 3 4 5 
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 26. Delay curve for coincidences between the conversion 
line of the 110»0-kev transition and the x-ray. The x 
ray pulses are delayed 
t|/2 = 0.6985/i SEC 
I 2 3 4 
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 27. Delay curve for coincidences between the conversion 
line of the 65»G-kev transition and the x ray. The x ray 
pulses are delayed 
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ease t half*llfe of 0,6161 ^ ste was i&mdi* Sinilar euryes were obtaSjntd 
wJjen th« conversion lines of the 176»s «id the l98«8-k®v gaaraa rays were 
exanintd in th® tant my* Fifyr® 27 shows #ie "delays* curve obtained for 
colncid€»i@e between ih@ 65.0-k«v internal conversion line and the x ray. 
Ihese aeasureaents show "that the 65«0| IIO.O, 176.8, and 198#lS*kev gama 
rays initiate froa levels ttiat have the metastable state between and 
the X ray» If the 65»0-kev transition does have the aetastabie level be­
tween it and the x ray it should e3#ilblt a "pr^t" curve ^ en its coinci-
dwices with one ©f th® other g«ma rays that lies on the sme side of the 
level is ex«ttined, Accordingly the window of the analyzer was set on the 
peak of the scintillation spectriM at 198 kev (Figure 9) and tiie beta-ray 
spectrometer was set on the convisrslon line of Idhe 65»0-kev transition. 
Ihe p»^t curve of Figure 2S was obtained under ttsese conditions* Biis 
would establish that the 65«0-kev radlatlim lies on the saae side of the 
metastable level as the IIO.O, 17S»8| «sd lfi*d-kev radiations except for 
the fact that tihe «6S*0-kev« radiation may be a alxture of the conversion 
Itees froM -Hie 65.0-kev and I0#>kev transitions. Evidence that will be 
taken later shows that this is not #ie ease. Ihe curve shorn in figure 
^ resulted *toen ttte coincidences between the x ray and the inteznal con­
version line of the 92«5-kev gamaa ray were exaained. Ihis curve is "proB^t" 
and indicates that the 92*5*fcev gaBwa ray initiates froa a level that is 
between the x ray and the «etastable one. If this is the case the 92.5-kev 
guma ray should give "delayed" curves for coincid«nees between it and the 
garaaa rays lying on the o^er side of the aetastable level* Accordingly, 
the coincidences betwe®ti -Oils c^version line and the peak at 110 kev in 
the scintillation spectrim (Figure 9) were examined. The curve showw in 
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V )  
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 23. Delay curve for coincidences between the conversion line of the 
65*0~kev transition and the peak of the scintillation spectrum at 
198 kev. Ihe electron pulses are delayed 
0 2 3 4 5 
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 29. Delay curve for coincidences between the conversion line of the 
92,5~kev transition and the x ray. The x ray pulses are delayed 
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Fig«r© 30 i-esuittd. Cleariy a aetistablt state exists between ^ e 92,>-kev 
gama ray and tiie enet eontalned In the ll^kev icintlllatien speetrw peak, 
the ^ tocld^eea between 'Oie 92,5»kev Internal eenverelen line and liie peak 
at IfS kev In tiie seintlllatlen speetruai were also examined, the curve In 
Figure 31 resulted* fhl# Indleates that a »etattabie state exlits between 
the 92,5-kev transltlen and #ie transltl®ns making up the peak In the total 
8clntliiatl<»i spectniB (Figure 9)» Ih«« It It established that the 92«5-
kev gama ray lies on the aane side of the netastable state as -tiie x ray, 
A "proiBpt'' curve was obtained for eolneldenoes, between the peak at 191^ 
kev in the scintillation speetrw® (figure 9) and liie oonversiim line of iJie 
l^tS-kev transition showing that botii lie ©a the sa«e side of the meta-
stable state* A stu^ of the ooineidencef between #iis same seintlllatlon 
speetrtm peak and -ttie conversion line of ^ e ll0»0-kev gima ray also 
yielded a curve, this indioates that no aetastable state lies bi^ 
tween the radiations in ciuestlon, thus it em be said, tiiat of the radi­
ations measured In this way, only the 92. S^jcev transition lies on the same 
side of Ihe aetastable state as tJ*e x ray. 
Table § lists Ifce half-life aeasur^swits nade during this work. The 
delay line was calibrated to * 0»0l itsec wl-tti a standard delay generator. 
If the window of the analyzer Is set on the x ray and a delay intro­
duced In t^e pulses from the x ray such that tiie colncldt^ees comted are 
outside the linlts of the pmnpt curve) the only coineidt^ees counted will 
be those wlti» fama rays lnltlatl»f fro* levels on Ihe other side of the 
aetastable level txm the x ray. Flf«re shows ^ e internal conversion 
speetriw resulting wRder such clrcwistattees. It Is seen that bo to the IC and 
I, lines of the 92|i5^kev gmaa ray do i^t appear. This Is further evidence 
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11/2 - 0-6393 ^SEC. 
12 3 4 5 
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 30, Delay curve for coincidences between the conversion lie of the 
92,5-kev transition and the peak of the scintillation spectrum at 110 
kev. llie electron pulses ^re delayed 
t|/2 = 0.6540/Lt SEC 
UJ UJ 
I 2 3 4 
DELAY SETTING IN MICROSECONDS 
Figure 31. Belay curve for coincidences between the conversion line of the 
92.5~kev transition and the peak of the scintillation spectrum at 198 
kev. The electron pulses are delayed 
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that It does lie on tha saae side ®f th« aetastafele state as does the x ray. 
Since the K line @f the 6§i,0-kev transition doe# appear In this 
spectrtai It nay be cmcluded that the metastalile state does lie between 
this transition and the x ray following the K-eaptwe. 
fable §• Measwr^ents of the half-life of tte TOtastfble state. 
Colncldenees Half-life }i. see Weight Average {i. see 
110,0-x ray 0.6161 3 
176.8-x ray 0.669S 3 
198.B-x ray 0.6918 3 
110. -92.5 0.6393 a 
19S. -92,5 0.6540 2 0.65S 
65.0-x ray 0.69S5 1 X 0.024 
E. Ihe Deeay Sch«ie 
Ihe proposed deeay sche»e of ^ is given In Flgiae 33. Ihe argu-
mentt i^^oti which this sehwse Is based will now be discussed. 
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Hmjs, si §1* (24) have exanlned the behavior of the niioleus of Tm 
imder eoulo^b excitation* fhey observe the Internal conversion electrons 
frc« the 110»O»kev and llf.5»kev gamsia rays. Cto this basis they postulate 
that the second excited state MUst lie llf kev above -tihe ground state. 
They were not able to observe the radiation from the 10.3-kev transition. 
IIJIS result has be«ra taken Into account In constructing the decay schewe. 
Accordingly the first excited state is placed lO«3-kev above the ground 
state and the second excited state at 120.3 kev, wl^ l^e 10*3) 110.0| and 
I19.5»kev transitions between ^ e levels as shown. It Is shown In Figure 
18 that the 132.8»kev gasma ray Is not In colncld^ce with the 110,0-kev 
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Figure 33, The proposed decay scheme of Yb 
kev. R indicates rotational levels 
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gmia jriy so It »«st parallel tills latter transition# The 1%.8-kev tran­
sition is in cascade with the l^.S and ll0*0*kev fama rays* (Figures 
19 and 21)« ^ese data and energy considerations are used to fix level III, 
with the 2l«l*kev transition going to level 11 to ejqplain the latter cas­
cade. the ohservations nade on the ^ 3,6 and 265*2«>kev ganna rays (figure 
10) indicate ttiat neither of titese is in coincidence with the 2l»i-kev 
transitionI and (Figures 12 and 13) show that the llO.O-kev gasna ray is 
not in coincidence with tte |0S#6-kev transition lAile the 265.1 -kev gams 
ray is. Ihm both these gawna rays nytst terninate below level III and the 
308.6-kev transition must terminate below level II* Accordingly the 
^8«6*key game ray is said to terminate m level I and originate frois 
level IV, 318.2 kev above the gr@«md state# Conflraatory evidence for the 
exist«nce of Iwel IV cones froa the fact that the I32,8*kev and 176.8-kev 
gasna rays are in cascade (figitres 18 and 21). Energy crnislderations allow 
it to be said that the 176,8-kev transltlw begins at level IV and teral-
nates at level III. Further evidence to sv^^rt l^is co»es fron Figuore 19 
la^ich shows the l%,8«kev and the ll0»0<-kev gwma rays to be in cascade* 
Since the 265.2»kev gama ray terminates at level It It mist come from a 
level 383*2 kev above the groand state. Ihe latter level la level VI, the 
transition between levels VI and IV »W8t have an energy of 65 kev. 
Figures II, 20 and show that -Q)e 198.8-kev and llO.O»kev ganna rays 
are in cascade* In addition Figures 14, 15, and 16 show ti^at either one or 
both cf the 176*8 and I98.8*kev transltiems are in cascade wiih the 65.0 
and 92.5*kev gana rays as well. Using energy considerati^s as nwll as the 
above coincidmce data the l98.S-»kev transition is said to take place be* 
tween levels IV and II, and that the 65.0-kev ganma ray goes between levels 
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IV and VI, 
The sequene® of graphs shew lis Figures H, 15, and 16, as well as 
those not shown I indicates a cascade of 159.9-Ii:ev radiation and the 198. B-
kev radiation, and possibly of the l76.#-'kev gsMia ray. The data in Figure 
19 agree with -ttils possibility, as do the results showi in Figure 21. Ihe 
data of Figures 20 and 22 eonfirn the existence of a cascade of the 159«9 
and l98.S*kev gawaa rays. Ihe data shown in Figures 23 and 24 do not ex­
clude the possibility of the 92.5 and l59«9-kev transitions being parallel. 
Using energy considerations level VIII is then established at -478.1 kev 
ai^e the growd state, with the 92,5-kev transition going to level VI. 
In additiiHa, gamma rays having energies of 14*3, T7.7, Sl.O, 59*1) 
and 217.8-kev have been observed. Wslng energy consideratl®Eis these tran­
sitions are arranged as seen in Figure 33, thus postulating levels V and 
VII at 340*1 and 399.1-kev respectively. Ihe only transition for «4ilch 
there Is coincidence data Is the one of energy 77*7 kev. A study of all of 
the Internal-conversion coincidence spectra for the raajor transitions shows 
that this line always appears, Ihus it appears correct to place the 77.7-
kev transitions between levels VII and VIII. 
It has be^ established in section D that a netastable level lies be­
tween the levels at which the 6§fO, IIO.O, 1^.8, 176.8, and l98.S-kev 
gama rays initiate and the x ray. ^us the netastable level nust be either 
VI or VII. Figure 32 shows the internal conversion spectrw® in coincidence 
with the X ray when the delay is set in such a manner as to coimt no 
"pro^t« coincidences. Here It is noted that the only lines that do not 
appear are the K and I, lines of the 92,5-kev gama ray. The conversion 
line of the '^•7-kev gamna ray does not drop out as well because viAiiat Is 
n 
ietually being obseirved Is the M Itoe ©f the 2l.i-kev transition «4iich is 
expected t® appear. In Figure 10 it Is noted that tte L lln® ©f the 
2l.l-kev transition is not seen, so the 77.?-kev K line does not contain 
the M line of the 21.1»kev transition. Mow in Figure 14 the t line of 
the 21,1-kev transition is seen and ttie *77,7-kev llne« has doubled Its 
Intensity relative to the 6§,0-kev I line fr©» wSiat it was in Figure 10. 
If the *77,7-kev line* did not contain the M line of Idie 2i,l-kev tran­
sition its int^sity relative to the 65,0-kev K line iwsuld have remained 
the sanse. In addition one would ej^ect the conversion line of the 159.9-
kev transition to not appear in figure 32, In fact the line containing 
the ll0*0»kev I, line and the 159#9*kev K line is seen to be diminished In 
intensity relative to the f£ line of the llO.O-kev transition, Looking at 
Figures 23 and 2A it is seen that the x ray is nore intense relative to 
the rest of the 8pectn« in Figure 24. Bils also indicates that the 92.5-
kev faaaa ray is in *prois^t» coincidence with the x ray ulille Hie 65.0-
kev gawaa ray is not. 
It Is of interest to see how well this scheme agrees with the pre­
dictions of the rotational model (9). If the energies of levels I and II 
are taken to be t^ose sho»«i In figure 33 It Is possible to evaluate the 
coefficients ^  and a in Equation 27 assualng that the spins ©f levels I 
and II are 3/2 and §/2 respectively. Ihe spin of the growd state of 
fa has been measured to be 1/2 (31)» awid if the levels are a^mbers of 
a rotational band one would expect the first and second excited states 
to have spins 3/2 and 5/2 respectively. Ihus the above coefficients have 
been evaluated and turn out to be,^^ » 12.72 kev and a « -0.73. Using 
these values in Equation 27 one can calculate the energy values expected 
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for the levels having spins 7/2, 9/2 and ll/2. These values turn out t© 
be ®9/2 ® 342.4 kev and \i^2 * these values 
agree with the measured energies for levels III, V and VI. Since the 
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shell fflodel (32) predicts a positive parity for the gro«4d state of fin 
It follows that (8) the parity of levels I, II, HI, V and VI is even. 
The rotatlimal levels are denoted by R In Figure 33. tevel VI Is not so 
denoted for reasons that will be discussed later. 
Since the observed levels agree well with tixe is^el, it is reasonable 
to assuaie that the 110,0-kev transition is Ml, Using this assuaptlon and 
and Intensity values for ttie conversion lines and gam»a rays contained 
in Table 3 In conjunction with the calculated values of Internal conversion 
coefficients (33)» the Internal conversion coefficients of soae of -Ute 
gama rays can be calculated, "B^ese calculated coefficients and the 
multipolarities deduced therefrom are listed in Table 3* A choice is 
possible between Ml and 12 for the 176,8-kev transition. However the w-
aabiguous assignoent of Ml for the Wi^S-kev radiation and 12 for the 
:^8,6-kev radiation leaves little doubt that lite 176.8-kev transltlw 
oust be Ml. Hence level IV Is assigned spin 7/2 and positive parity. 
Since the 65,0-kev radiation is E2 level VI can be assigned spin 11/2 and 
positive parity. Ihis again agrees wltii the prediction of the rotational 
model for ttils level. However, further consideratl^ti «dll show that it 
is InconslstfflEit to say that level VI Is a weaker of a rotational band 
with levels I, II,III and V. Since tine f2,5-kev transition can be either 
E2 or Ml It Is possible to assign either a spin of 13/2 or 15/2 and 
positive parity to level VIII. The relative intensities of the tran­
sitions showffi In Table 3 are calculated froa the Internal-conversion line 
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intensities and the internal-conversion coefficients. 
Because the intensities of the 6§,0-kev and iiJe 92»5»kev transitions 
are in the ratio of about lOil and because the 14-.8, 81.0, and 59»l-ke¥ 
transitions are \«ak it appears necessary to postulate K-opture going 
into level ¥1, as well as into level VIII. Because a aetastable level 
exists between the 65.0-kev radiation and the x ray accwi^anying the K-
capture it appears ttiat level VI is the aetastable one. The nowjgran of 
lifetiats given by Montalbetti (34) predicts a lifetime of about lo"^ 
seconds for the 65,0-kev transition. Ihe theoretical calculations on 
i^ich the nomgm is based are ej^ected ^  five no better afreeaiiait than 
l^is. 
An E2 transition to level III Is not seen. If levels III and VI are 
sellers of the sane rotational band this latter transition should be very 
intense (35). It then follows that level VI cannot be a nember of the 
rotational band even though the energy, spin and parity are in agre^mnt 
with this asslgnsaent. fhe fact Hh&t no transition is observed between 
levels VI Mid III aay possibly be esqpilained on the basis of K-forbiddeness 
(35). The selection rules for transitions fron a state (K|, v^) to 
a state (K^, I|, are AI ^  I. and « ^ i wAiere i is the aultipolarity 
of the radiation and K is the co^p>oii«at of I along the symetry axis of 
the nucleus* If the change in K is greater than the i^ltipolarity of the 
transition that transition will be K-forbidden. The degree of forbldden-
ess V » M - I-, is a measur«Bent of the retardation of tiie transition. A 
6 
retardation of ttie order of 10 for v « 2 has been observed in the case 
of an El trwisition In (35). So it is seen that this effect can 
very well accowt for very weak or missing transitions vrfien they are ex-
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peeted to be strong. It is noted -Uiat in Ml transition isetween levels VI 
ami V should be possibl®. It is in such a position that it lies wider 
other lines in the various spectra obtained* However, it is .possible to 
say that if it exists it must be weak. If this transition is retarded by 
K<-forbiddeness the K value for level ¥I «ust be larger than 5/2, then the 
change in K that wuld be required for a transition to level III is 
larger than the swltlpolarlty ©f the transition. Ihis is because levels 
I, II, III, and V all have K « l/2 since they are meabers of the 
rotational band. If the scheae is correct the 265,2-kev transition must 
be M3, and so the value of v for this transition would not be as large 
as for tiie other two transitions considered. This may explain i^y It Is 
seen and the otiier tm ejected to Initiate at level fl are not. 
Hie shell aodel (:^) predicts a froi«d state proton configuration 
C%72^^^^5/2^^^^ll/2^^^^3/2^°^^®l/2^^ fojf « also predicts 
169 16s 1V5 that ttie Isotopes lying on each side of Jm , namely, Ho and Lu 
iwlll have a vacancy In liie SStjy'g pi'®ton going Into the 
**11/2 unreasonable to say that the first excited 
state of »lght have a configuration ( 
This configuration gives a spin of 7/2 and a positive parity for the 
first excited state. This state can correspcmd to the measured level IV. 
Possible configurations for the second excited state are 
f 6 6 
^^11/2^ giving a spin of II/2 and negative parity, or (^5/2^ 
^^ll/2^^^^3/2^°^^®l/2^^ giving a spin ©f l/2 and positive parity. Ihe 
latter Is not a likely asslgnaent for either level VI or VII. The for«er 
Is possibly level VII however, since the parity Is warong for level VI. 
Ilie spin of the next highest level, VIII, cannot be predicted on the 
m 
basis of a siiiglt wptlred partiele m th« othtsrs hav® been# Becauee ©f 
the indefinite nature of the argun^ts, no assignnente of the spins and 
parities for levels VII and VIII are possible, 
Ihe results are essentially in agre^nent with those of Johansson 
(23), except that he assigns the netastable state to level IV and does 
not predict levels V mA VII. He observed a lf4-kev transition, #iich 
»ay be the 2l7»i-kev one, nsdth ndhich he predicted a level at 336 kev« 
In addition he observed a 240«>kev gama ray that was not detected during 
these neasurments. the establishment of level VII depends on the ex­
istence of ittie 14,8, 59«l, 77.7, and Sl»0-kev gaaaa rays n^lch have not 
been detected before# Biere is no agre®Jient with IJie decay schemes pro­
posed by earlier investigators (17, IS, 19, 20, 21), 
ii 
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